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The Lord’s Prayer 

 
 
Trance Channeling begins  
 
Our Father, Who Art in Heaven,  
Hallowed Be Thy Name; 
Thy Kingdom Come,  
Thy will Be Done,  
On Earth As It Is In Heaven; 
Give Us This Day Our Daily Bread 
And Forgive Us Our Trespasses,  
As We Forgive Them That Trespass Against Us, 
And Lead Us Not Into Temptation, 
* 
For Thine is The Kingdom,  
The Power and The Glory,  
For Ever and Ever…  
AMEN…….. 
 
[Sohrab….just to bring to your attention….the line ‘but deliver us from evil’ was not 
channeled….of course, in the higher scheme of things….there is no evil] 
 
WHAT DO THESE WORDS MEAN? 
 
Our Father, Who Art in Heaven…………The ‘Father’ refers to every aspect of Self that is 
in full Awareness, not only the ‘holy father’, but it is the ability of Self to embrace 
EVERY aspect of Self: past, present, future and alternative selves in other dimensions; 
in other words, your very ‘Essence’.  
 
‘Heaven’ is the heaven that you inhabit in this chosen incarnation, therefore this 
existence is your heaven.  
 
With this line, you are acknowledging the Completeness that is You, right here, right 
now, in all its magnificence 
 
Hallowed Be Thy Name……YOU ARE ACKNOWLEDING YOUR POWER….your NAME…… 
‘Thy name’…what you call  yourself….YOUR ESSENCE…..so you are declaring………. 



 
“I EMBRACE EVERY ASPECT OF SELF, 
I EXIST IN MY CHOSEN HEAVEN, 
CREATED BY ME, IN COMPLETE JOY, 
AND I ACKNOWLEDGE IT COMPLETELY.” 
 
‘I ACKNOWLEDGE SELF COMPLETELY’ 
 
Thy Kingdom Come………You are opening your arms wide to the ‘kingdom’ you have 
created, and are welcoming every chosen experience into your ambit, saying,  
‘Bring it on.’ 
  
Thy will be done, on Earth as It Is in Heaven…… (Sohrab laughing)…Whose will? 
YOUR OWN…… thy will be done…in other words……… 
 
“I command every experience that I have chosen on a Higher level, to enter this physical 
reality and to play itself out to the GLORY of my choosing…. 
 
Give Us this day Our daily Bread……’Bread’ refers to every aspect of nourishment: 
financial, emotional, experiential;  every part of Who you Wish To Be and What you 
Wish to Experience.  
 
So these words reaffirm your desire to welcome all chosen experiences. 
 
Forgive Us Our Trespasses, as we forgive them their trespass against us…this has no 
bearing on your Earthly connotation of ‘trespass’ and ‘forgiveness’.  
 
You are already aware that the word ‘forgiveness’ means one thing: ‘thankfulness’ to 
the other person, FOR GIVING you the experience you desire.  
 
So when you say ‘forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive them their trespass against 
us’, you are really saying “I exist in gratitude for every experience that I receive & give to 
others. I shall not judge them, as each one, those that I perceive as painful or 
pleasurable, are necessary for my growth and development.  Thank you Self!” 
 
 
For Thine is the Kingdom, the Power & the Glory……..For thine is the kingdom—I am 
One with Every Aspect of ALL THAT IS, the power & the glory…you are affirming that ‘ I 
Acknowledge My Power & My Glory…and only in Glory can I exercise My Power for Ever 
& Ever Amen. So Be It. 
 
Now go within yourself: with no judgment, with no mind, just let your light flow into the 
situation on hand. Do not attempt to direct it at any specific group within the situation; 
just be a river of energy in the Oneness of All, and flow individually & as a whole.  



 
Go ahead, visualize the spaces if you wish: The Taj, The Oberoi, the station, the roads, 
and let your light flow with no judgment; no direction; just pour it out: because you can. 
 
Now turn your Magnificent light inwards and begin to enlighten, heal, & vibrate the 
terrorist within you.  
 
Embrace It. Do not resist it. Embrace it, the voice within you, that which is unheard. 
Begin to heal yourself. 
 
Begin to see and acknowledge yourself. Embrace all the Aspects that are unhealed 
within you. Now state:  
 
 I AM PERFECT. Every aspect of self is perfection.  
 
I AM MAGNIFICENT. I acknowledge my magnificence. 
 
I CHOOSE TO EXIST AND CHOOSE TO ACKNOWLEDGE MY POWER. 
 
I AM POWER. 
 
Love yourself now & activate your joy centre. Allow Joy to spread throughout your 
Beingness. Do not confuse Joy with Happiness or Elation. 
 
Joy is a deep, calm sense of inner unity & harmony. It is perfect balance. 
 
Acknowledge the trauma of the people and the situation you have all witnessed over 
the last few hours… heal them, empower them, and enlighten Self. As you Enlighten 
Self, you are working for the good of All. 
 
There are vast, vast amounts of energetic friends working with those souls who are 
moving across and also with those who are undergoing trauma and pain on your planet, 
right now. In fact, if you physically approached the areas that have been under attack, 
you would find your psychic faculties growing and expanding to a greater level.  
 
The veil between the Spirit World and the physical world is very, very thin in these areas 
and will remain so for many weeks to come, so when you are next in these physical 
space, open yourself in fullness: not in trauma, not in confusion. If you cannot be in 
fullness, then we urge you not to open yourself in these areas. 
 
The energies that have been released are also affecting the entire city, helping break old 
patterns and facilitate change. Each person in the city has the option to choose how 
much to use them, and how.  
 



Find out what they are and what they will do for you, as they are multi-purpose. They 
are high powered, vibrant energies, which will facilitate transparency & the destruction 
of the old ways.  
 
We will speak of them at a later date. Today we do not permit any questions, as your 
own energies are still in flux. 
 
 Be in Joy. Be in Light. Be in Acceptance. 
 

 
BLESSINGS LOVE, JOY, AND LIGHT FROM ARCHANGEL URIEL.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


